A zero mode, or floppy mode, is a non-trivial coupling of mechanical components yielding a degree of freedom with no resistance to deformation. Engineered zero modes have the potential to act as microscopic motors or memory devices, but this requires an internal activation mechanism that can overcome unwanted fluctuations in other modes and the dissipation inherent in real systems. In this work, we show that mobilising mechanical networks using non-equilibrium activity is a powerful scheme to actuate a complex zero mode. We find that a correlated active bath actuates an infinitesimal zero mode while simultaneously suppressing fluctuations in higher modes compared to thermal fluctuations. Furthermore, self-propulsive dynamics spontaneously mobilise finite zero-energy mechanisms as exemplified by a self-propelled topological soliton. Non-equilibrium activity thus enables autonomous actuation of coordinated mechanisms engineered through network topology.
Soft, electronics-free assemblies capable of autonomous motion and reconfiguration are emerging as the basis of new adaptable smart materials. Macroscopic morphology schemes, such as snap-through [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and buckling [6] [7] [8] driven by heat [9] or chemo-fluidics [10] , are complemented by the remarkable robustness of topological modes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] to give a wide set of potential material components based on simple elastic networks [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In such networks, a zero mode (ZM) arises as a degree of freedom with no resistance to small deformation, either as an infinitesimal zero mode (IZM) with resistance at nonlinear order [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] or a full mechanism with a continuous range of free motion [25-27, 30, 31] . A designed ZM can potentially be exploited as a complex mechanical coupling [32, 33] in an internally-driven material. However, clean actuation of a ZM by a simple thermal process can be hampered by simultaneous excitation of nonzero harmonic modes (HMs), particularly in noisy microscopic systems [29, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Non-equilibrium processes [39] , which support intricate topological edge currents [40] [41] [42] and unorthodox stress responses [43, 44] , may hold the key to overcoming this actuation dilemma.
In this work, we show that active matter provides effective schemes to autonomously actuate a mechanical ZM. Active biophysical systems, such as bacterial suspensions or self-propelled microswimmers, convert disperse environmental energy into directed motion [45] [46] [47] . Tracers in an active bath, and the active particles themselves, then have positional statistics differing from thermal white noise [48] [49] [50] . This statistical 'colour', which depends on properties such as fuel availability and suspension density, can be used to drive mode actuation statistics away from equilibrium in a controllable fashion [51, 52] . Here, we introduce two non-equilibrium actuation schemes. First, we show that correlated noise generated by an active matter bath [49] can actuate a complex mechanical IZM while markedly suppressing HMs to a degree dependent on the non-equilibrium correlations. We then broaden to self-propulsive Rayleigh activity [53] [54] [55] , appropriate for a network whose nodes have intrinsic motility as in artificial colloids [56] . After seeing that IZM actuation properties are preserved by Rayleigh activity, we show that this scheme mobilises a full mechanism comprising a topologically-rooted domain boundary in the SSH lattice [11, 27] , suggesting that Goldstone modes of arbitrary complex systems can be mobilised by non-equilibrium driving [51, 57, 58] .
To gain intuition about the generic idea, consider this basic example. A mass is held between two fixed pointŝ x = (1, 0) and −x by two identical springs of unit natural length and stiffness (Fig. 1a) [38] . Let x = (x, y) be the offset of the mass from its equilibrium (0, 0). The total Uncorrelated noise is a crude tool, with only one control parameter, and is difficult to achieve in macroscopic systems. Artificial active matter systems [56, 59] provide a means to apply a finer-tuned form of noise-based activation. The forces generated by a bath of self-propelled biological or chemical constituents can often be modelled as a coloured autoregressive (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck) noise process ξ obeying τξ = −ξ + η, where η is a thermal process with variance 2γT for amplitude T and friction γ, and τ is the correlation time [50, 60] . These parameters depend on the microscopic properties and energy consumption of the active medium [49] , and so by changing the properties of the bath-density, temperature, fuel concentration-its statistics can be fine-tuned. In the overdamped limit with γ rescaled to one, it was shown in Ref. [50] that small correlation τ 1 adjusts H to an effective potential
For our example in Fig. 1 , this (or the unified colored noise approximation [61, 62] ) gives a low-T expansion
. Thus as τ increases, the HM parallel to the springs is strengthened, reducing x 2 by a factor 1/(1+2τ ). In contrast, the leading term in y is unchanged and y 2 is constant at first order in τ (SM Text). This can be seen in the marginal densities ( Fig. 1b) : at τ = 2 fluctuations in x are clearly suppressed compared to τ = 0 while fluctuations in y merely acquire a small bimodality, directly analogous to boundary accumulation of microswimmers [63] . In fact, using Eq. (2) with the full energy in Eq. (1) captures the variance ratio r(τ ) = y 2 τ / x 2 τ remarkably well at low T (Fig. 1c) , clearly showing the growth of r(τ ) with τ . Therefore, active noise is an effective means to highlight and mobilise an IZM.
In a general mechanical network, the same ideas can be used to actuate an IZM with many masses moving in a complex, coordinated fashion. A stable mechanical network comprises N n nodes with rest positions x 0 α , and N b Hookean elastic bonds (α, β) between nodes α and β of natural lengths αβ = |x 0 α −x 0 β | and stiffnesses k αβ > 0. When the nodes are perturbed to x α the network has elastic energy
which is minimised if (but not always only if) x α = x 0 α . Node α then experiences an elastic force F α = −∇ α H, where we notate ∇ α ≡ ∂/∂x α . Large real-world systems also possess dissipation, which we include as a linear friction force γẋ α . In general dissipation within bonds [1] can also be included as forces ∝ (ẋ α −ẋ β ) giving a nondiagonal friction matrix [64] ; we omit this for simplicity. We further assume all nodes are identical, and use units in which node masses are unity and other constants are scaled by a characteristic spring constant and length (SM Text). Finally, we pin boundary nodes (Figs. 2 and 3) or particular interior nodes (Fig. 4) to eliminate rigid body translations and rotation.
Without any actuation, the mobile nodes obey passive force balance, namelyẍ α = −∇ α H − γẋ α . Consider a small perturbation x α = x 0 α + ε α of the rest state, and let e be the vector obtained by flattening ε α . To first order, e obeysë j = −D jk e k − γė j , where the Hessian
is called the dynamical matrix [11] . The orthonormal eigenvectors {v k } of D ij give the fundamental modes of the elastic network, whose non-negative eigenvalues {ω
The eigenvectors then form a basis for all configurations x α . Writing c k (t) for the component of mode k at time t, given by dotting the (flattened) x α with v k , we define the amplitude of mode k to be the time (or ensemble) average of its squared coefficient, c k (t) 2 . Our goal is to show that the amplitudes of ZMs can be selectively actuated in suitably designed networks.
We design networks containing isolated IZMs by direct numerical minimization of the lowest eigenvalue ω 2 1 of the dynamical matrix D ij with respect to the spring stiffnesses k αβ . Starting from uniformly random initial stiffnesses on a triangular lattice and constraining them to 0 ≤ k αβ ≤ 1, the gradient-based L-BFGS-B algorithm as implemented in SciPy 1.0 [65] generally converges to a network in which some of the stiffnesses and ω 2 1 are exactly zero, and which therefore exhibits an IZM. Since IZMs are topological, independent of the precise value of the nonzero k αβ [11] , a network containing the same IZM is then obtained by removing the zero-stiffness bonds and setting the remaining stiffnesses to 1.
Adding internal actuation forces endows the network with dynamics dictated by the interaction between actuation and structure. The positions x α obey the general actuated dynamics
where F α represents a localised actuation process. For this process we will consider not only the thermal and correlated active bath processes exemplified above, but also strong self-propulsive activity through internal energy depot actuation. These incorporate increasing levels of non-equilibrium dynamics which progressively actuate infinitesimal and finite zero modes. Generalising the single mass example above, a mechanical network driven by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise can be formulated with an extra vector of degrees of freedom v α for each node [50, 63, 66] . These follow
for independent Gaussian noise processes {η αi } of variances 2γT . The forces are correlated as v αi (t)v βj (t ) = δ αβ δ ij γT e −|t−t |/τ /τ , with τ → 0 giving the limiting thermal noise case. We then take the nodes to be actuated by these forces, setting F α = v α . We also again take the overdamped limit, appropriate for immersion in an active matter bath. After rescaling to set γ to 1, this gives first-order dynamicṡ
subject to Eq. (4). Varying τ while holding T fixed then probes the effect of increasing activity-driven correlations at constant actuation intensity v αi (0)v βj (t) . For a mechanical network designed to have a nontrivial isolated IZM (Fig. 2a) , correlated noise highlights the IZM and suppresses fluctuations at other nodes. Numerical integration of Eq. (5) shows that while thermal noise (τ = 0) actuates the IZM with significant surrounding fluctuations ( Fig. 2b; Supplementary Video 1) , an active process with τ > 0 damps HM fluctuations relative to those of the IZM ( Fig. 2b; Supplementary Video 2) . This is confirmed in the mode amplitudes c Persistent low-temperature ZM-HM coupling enhances mode amplitudes and causes naive equipartition to fail. In a system comprising only HMs u i of frequencies ω i , two-mode interactions are diagonalised away and the lowest-order terms remaining are at best third order. For low temperatures T 1 interactions can thus be neglected relative to harmonic energies u We now turn to a stronger, more persistent form of non-equilibrium activity. If the masses themselves are motile, able to convert chemical energy to kinetic energy, an effective way to model this is to introduce what amounts to a negative frictional response at low speeds [54, 55] . Appealing to expansion techniques in the same spirit as the Toner-Tu model [67] , we use the simple Rayleigh model of activity [64] with a velocitydependent propulsive force
where γ f sets the force strength and v is a natural speed in the absence of friction. The overall effective friction force can then be viewed as
The quiescent state is then rendered unstable: to linear order, a perturbation of any eigenmode grows at least as fast as e |γ0/2|t (SM Text). Nonlinear effects bound this growth, giving oscillatory trajectories for constrained systems [54] .
Under Rayleigh actuation, deviations in the ZM dominate those in the HM at small v 0 , as for correlated noise, with extra oscillatory structure in time. Take once more the example in Fig. 1 . At small γ 0 , the leading order behaviour is a conservative oscillatorẍ = −∇H whose amplitude is set by kinetic-to-potential energy balance v 1. This same suppression of HMs persists in networks with more complex IZMs, as illustrated in Fig. 3a (see also Supplementary Video 3). The mode coefficients c i (t) have oscillatory temporal structure (Fig. 3b) , giving potentially useful actuation behaviour that can be controlled by varying parameters of the activity.
Beyond IZMs, active propulsion distinguishes itself from actuation by an active bath in its ability to fully mobilise free-moving mechanisms [36] even in topologically complex cases. For a node tethered to just one fixed point, invariance means that the dynamics of the rotation angle θ has no elastic term. The node therefore accelerates and sustains an angular velocity ∼ v 0 in the finite mechanism. This principle generalises to intricate mechanisms of large mechanical networks. Recently, a deceptively simple mechanical chain inspired by the SSH model of polyacetylene (Fig. 4a ) has emerged as a rich source of topological phenomena [11, 27] . This chain possesses a ZM localised at the boundary [11] which gives rise to a finite mechanism manifesting as a domain boundary propagating along the chain [27] . Ordinarily, to begin propagating an external energy input is needed, either by a manual 'kick' of the end nodes or by a global force field. But persistent propagation is difficult: motion by a 'kick' will inevitably slow and stop due to dissipation, while an external field needs regular adjustment to keep the defect moving between the two ends of the finite chain. Endowing each node with active propulsion spontaneously actuates the ZM, mobilising the boundary and causing a domain wall soliton to propagate autonomously along the chain ( Fig. 4b; Supplementary Video 4) . While under passive dynamics the propagation speed of the topological soliton is set by the initial kinetic energy or the external force strength, here this is controlled by v 0 , the effective self-propulsive speed (Fig. 4b) .
To conclude, we have shown that both non-equilibrium active baths and intrinsic self-propulsion can actuate infinintesimal and finite zero modes of mechanical networks. Active correlated forcing is adept at controllably suppressing fluctuations in unwanted higher modes, while self-propulsion can endow a complex mechanism with persistent motion around the periodic basin of a highdimensional energy space. Rapid progress in developing artificial active systems [56, 59] allows for fine-tuning of fluctuation spectra and suggests routes to engineer active mechanical networks driven far from equilibrium. In general, we expect that any Goldstone mode of a complex mechanical system can be mobilised by non-equilibrium activity of this kind [51] . 
